A TAUBERIANTHEOREM FOR a-CONVERGENCE
OF CESÀRO MEANS
A. V. BOYD

The object of this note is to generalize certain Tauberian results
proved by Gehring [3] for summability (C, k; a). The notation is

as in [3], with the following additional definitions: If k> —1, then
An, Bn denote
2n-o

the nth Cesàro sums of order k for the series

on, where

bn = nan. Añ1,

Bñl

denote

2™-oan.

an, bn. Summability

(C,

— I; a) of 2Za„ will be taken to mean summability (C, 0; a) of ^an
together with the condition that sequence {nan} be «-convergent to 0.
Gehring's Tauberian theorems are:

Theorem 4.3.2. Suppose that O^a^l
and that ^an is summable
(A ; a) to S. If the sequence {nan} is a-convergent to 0, ^a„ is a-convergent to S.

Theorem 4.3.3. Suppose that O^cc^l and that ^,an is summable
(A ; a) to S. Then ^,an is a-convergent to S if and only if the sequence
{(<Zi+ • • • +nan)/n}

is a-convergent

to 0.

Theorem 4.3.4. Suppose that O^a^l
and that ^an is a-convergent. If the sequence {nan} is a-convergent to 0, 2^an is summable
(C, k; a) to its sum for every k> —1.
These will be used in the proof of the following:

Theorem. Suppose that 0 ¿a ^ 1 and that 2a» *s summable (A ; a)
to S. Then, for r*S —1, ^a» is summable (C, r; a) to S if and only if
the sequence

Proof

{Bn/Crn+1} is a-convergent

of Theorem.

to 0.

Necessity. If r = —1 this follows immediately

from the definition of summability (C, —I; a). If r> —1 then by the
consistency theorem for (C, r; a) summability (Gehring [3, Theorem
4.2.I]) it follows that both sequences {¿^}, {-Sü+1}area-convergent

to 5. By Hardy [l, Equation (6.1.6)],
r

r4-l

1

-^n

and the result follows since a linear combination

of sequences

sum-

mable (C, k; a) is itself summable (C, k; a).
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Sufficiency.

(2)

1

[February

If r> — 1 it may be shown1 as in Szász [4, §l], that
A

r+i/

—— £Sn+
y+ln=o

1--—
\

1

\n

r + 1 r"

) = -

y+1/

where ^(«)=/(l-l/(«

/

u\r

ll--)<b(u)du,

yJo\

yf

+ l)) andf(x) = 22a«*"-

Case (i). a = 0, r> —1. Since XX> is summable (.4) to 5 it follows
that (¡>(u) tends to 5 as u increases. The right-hand side of (2), being
the (r + l)th transform of <p(u), also tends to S; and so the sequence
{Sn+1} is summable (.4 ; a) to 5.

Case (ii). 0<agl,r>-l.

Putting

M—L-tO'ii—L-Y.
y + 1 „_o
\
y+1/
we get, from (2), that
g(y) = (r + 1) |

(1 - vY<j>(vy)dv,

where <p(u) now has bounded a-variation

r

N i

= (r+i)

over (0, ■»). Let

/. 1

I

l/a-|a

(l-f)rl*(»y,)-*(»y^.i)}á»

L r—1I J o

Then by Theorem 201 of [5],2

F â (r + 1) J

(1 - vY | £

| <p(vyr)- <p(vy,-i)\lla\ "dv

á (f + 1)M f (1 - v)rdv
Jo

-JÍ,
where 1/= Fa{#(x); 0gx<
oo }. Thus g(y) has bounded a-variation
over (0, cc ) and so the series £sn, where sn = S„+1 —Srnt\, is summable

(A; a) to 5. Further, by Hardy [l, Equation (6.1.6)],
nsn = n(S„

— Sn-i)

= Bn/Cn

,

1 Note however the error in Szász's equation (2.4). There, and in the previous
line, occurs an extraneous term (l+l/y)a~l.
2 I am indebted to a referee for shortening my argument at this step.
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so that sequence {nsn} is a-convergent to 0. Hence by Theorem 4.3.2
we have that ]T)$n and sequence {S„+1} are a-convergent to S.
It is readily seen from Minkowski's inequality that the sum of two
a-convergent sequences is also a-convergent, and we therefore deduce
from (1) that {S^} is a-convergent to 5; i.e., J^an is summable (C, r;

a) to S.
Case (iii). r— —1. When a = 0 the result reduces to Tauber's
inal theorem; when 0 <a<l
it follows from Theorem
the result was proved by Hyslop [2, Theorem 4].

orig4.3.2. For a = 1
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